
Continuous Asset Management
Gain full visibility into your OT ecosystem

Integrate and enhance ongoing asset discovery with ServiceNow's 
CMDB, leveraging OTORIO's RAM²  to accurately classify OT asset 
roles within processes and provide comprehensive oversight across 
OT-IT-IoT Domains.

How?  RAM² collects data using OT native protocols via passive 
network monitoring, Safe Active querying, and offline data (such 
as Industrial project files, logs, PCAPs, and more). The platform 
integrates with industrial FWs, SCADA, DCS, IDS, Historians, and 
additional operational systems to enrich the inventory and identify 
the state of security and compliance issues. Asset inventory is 
continuously synchronized between RAM² and ServiceNow CMDB to 
provide central visibility across the customer’s OT and IT ecosystem.

• Ensure complete OT, IT, and IoT asset coverage in operational 
environments.

• Identify asset roles within processes down to level 0.

• Create a comprehensive context-based overview of the OT 
environment.

ServiceNow and OTORIO unite to streamline asset management, accelerate 
incident resolution, and boost operational efficiency. OTORIO's RAM² integrates 
with ServiceNow CMDB to comprehensively discover assets and enrich data, 
leveraging ServiceNow's analytics for informed decision-making. This partnership 
provides continuous asset oversight with automated ticketing and incident 
resolution tailored to ensure OT security in the operational environment.

OTORIO and ServiceNow Solution Benefits:

OTORIO and ServiceNow:  
Manage Operational Security With Efficiency
Solution Brief
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Screen 1: CMDB - asset inventory

• Continuously monitor 
OT and streamline 
asset management.

• Gain complete 
visibility of OT, IT, and 
IoT in operational 
environments

• Accelerate incident 
resolution with 
seamless ticketing and 
mitigation guidance.

• Empower informed 
decisions that focus 
on mitigating the 
most critical risks first.

• Boost operational 
efficiency to achieve 
resilient business 
operations.



Screen 3: Incident page

Seamless Ticketing and Incident Resolution
Proactively manage OT security incidents with step-by-step mitigation 
guidance

Identify security alerts, escalate and streamline OT incident resolution to ServiceNow workflows with 
OTORIO's RAM² incident ticket generation and step-by-step risk mitigation guidance tailored to 
ensure OT security in the operational environment.

How?  RAM² correlates data from cross-domain sources to identify OT cyber security gaps and 
exposures, detect potential attacks on the operational network, and prioritize security risk by business 
impact. RAM² automatically opens tickets in ServiceNow and provides practical mitigation guidance 
for each ticket. When the ticket status is 
updated in ServiceNow, it syncs with the 
RAM² to close the loop.

• Achieve resilient operations with 
continuous OT monitoring.

• Automate ticket generation for 
asset-related issues and vulnerabilities.

• Ensure OT security with step-by-
step mitigation guidance tailored 
for OT.

Efficient and Informed Decision-Making
Strategically prioritize when and where you act with data-driven insights 

Harness the power of  ServiceNow’s analytics and machine learning to anticipate trends, prioritize 
actions, and make precise informed decisions.

How?  ServiceNow uses performance analytics to identify the trends in the asset inventory data to 
discover and prioritize the assets that need actions such as assignment or classification. 

ServiceNow uses machine learning to 
recommend related knowledge articles 
to help expedite the incident resolution.

• Enrich asset inventory data with the 
industrial process context that helps 
prioritize incidents and vulnerabilities.

• Enable users to focus on asset-related 
issues by gaining insights with the help 
of analytics.

• Enhance Enhance the efficiency of 
incident resolution with Agent Assist 
by guiding users to key articles in 
record time.

Screen 4: Agent Assist Screen
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OTORIO is a provider of OT security solutions, delivering a cyber risk Management platform that leverages operational 
context to seamlessly protect ICS-CPS environments and proactively achieve resilient, compliant business operations.  

Visit OTORIO.com 
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